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Plastic Straws - What a Waste!
PRESS RELEASE

The Earth Port Film Festival announces a special category competition for videos of 90 seconds 
or less on the theme: “Plastic Straws - What a Waste!”

The Earth Port Film Festival is an annual event screening short films that tell engaging and 
inspiring stories of people and communities around the world taking action to address the 
environmental challenges facing the Earth today. Since the first festival in 2012 we have strived 
to be a zero waste event by recycling, composting or reusing everything generated on the day 
of the festival. In 2016 there was only one item left that we could not — a large, orange, plastic 
straw that someone had brought to the event.

We kept that straw and it inspired us to learn more. We found that just in the United States over 500 
million plastic straws are used per day, they are used an average of 20 minutes, and they are too small to 
be effectively recycled. Not only that, they are a petroleum-based product and therefore contribute to the 
rate of fossil fuel extraction. At that point we decided to create a special category for this year’s festival 
focusing on the plastic straw.

Entry requirements for the “Plastic Straws - What a Waste!” category are that the video be no more 
than 90 seconds in length, any genre (music video, animation, documentary, experimental, etc …), and 
be submitted for consideration via the online platform FilmFreeway (filmfreeway.com). We recommend 
that the source of any straws used in production be noted in the video. Cost of submission is $5 and 
proceeds from this submission category will be donated to the Plastic Pollution Coalition. All submissions 
must be received by February 3, 2017. Winners of this category will be screened at the 2017 Earth Port 
Film Festival on Sunday, April 23 at the Firehouse Center for the Arts. All will be broadcast on PortMedia.

The Earth Port Film Festival was founded by PortMedia and Transition Newburyport to highlight and raise 
awareness of both pressing environmental issues and the important role of community media. The intent 
of the film festival is to demonstrate the power of film in communicating about important issues.

More details about the competition and the Earth Port Film Festival may be found at our website 
www.earthportfilm.org or write to: create@earthportfilm.org
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